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This guide will help you to perform the People clean-up actions demonstrated in this 
Springboard session.
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Previously, you could see only Multi-Unit owners in one listing. If there were 
multiple listings of an owner and some or all were single-unit, you couldn’t easily 
find them. Now, you can:

• Easily find a person regardless of how they’re entered in the system

• Associate one person to multiple locations, instead of having to add from the location 
side

• Easily update owner/employee information without navigating to the location

• Clean up multiple records, allowing better franchisee access to their information

WHY THE PEOPLE TAB?
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Owner
- Is listed in the owner tab
- Can be moved to Previous Owners when they transfer the unit
- May or may not have a User record
- Is assigned a MUID (Multi-unit ID) on association with second unit (no user required)

Employee
- Is listed in the Employee tab
- May be copied on transfer but no “Previous Employees” are kept
- May or may not have a User record
- Is assigned a MUID (Multi-unit ID) on association with second unit (no user required)

User
- Must be an owner OR employee, can’t mix and match
- Is the place to change the MUID

Owner vs. Employee vs. User

Examples of multi-unit employees: services industry, one massage tech/aesthetician works 
several locations, regional floater. 

Anyone NOT an owner who needs access to multiple locations’ information.
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1. Run User Export. If you don’t have Franchisee users, you can skip this part.

2. Run Owner Report. Although you could work entirely from the People tab, this 
step will save you some switching between screens.

3. Go to the People Tab and sort by name. This makes it easy to identify possible 
duplicates.

4. Pick the record to be the “one and only”. Priority goes to one with a user record 
and/or an MUID.

5. Associate the person with all the units they belong to. This is easily done via 
“Manage Associations” in the People tab.

6. Disassociate the “extra” owner records. This is best done via the location, since 
you can’t leave a person totally disassociated in the People screen.  Click on each 
location and remove the owner who no longer belongs. If they had a user record, it 
will disappear when they’re no longer associated with any locations.

GOT PEOPLE PROBLEMS? HERE’S HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT

Over the next few pages, we’ll take you screen by screen through this process.
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Meet Aaron Dixon. He has four People records, two users, two MUIDs (only one of which is 
associated with a user), and 10 locations. He’s about as messed up as a record gets. So how 
do we straighten him out?

1. Choose a record to be the main ID.
a. If there’s a user record already for one, use that one.
b. If there’s a MUID record, use that one.

In this case we have two records with users attached – a MUID 
record for Saket123, and a single-unit owner for 9117. Let’s pick the 
one that has BOTH a user and a MUID to be our main record.

1. Associate all appropriate records with the main user record. This is where the second 
list comes in handy, to easily pull the location records without having to jump between 
screens.

2. Disassociate the others from the units. Do this by removing the second owner record 
from the location. TIP: Pin “owners” to make it easy to delete the records. TIP: Set 
“View Per Page” to 100 and save view for a nice medium between too many pages and 
slow loading time.

We’re sorting by first name, then last name, but you may want to run a last name/first 
name as your final pass – see “Joe” vs “Toe” Decart. 
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CONSIDERATIONS WHEN CONSOLIDATING PEOPLE RECORDS

Do thisIf this is the case…

If you’re using Franchise Users, consolidate to the owner that 
has the franchise user record attached.

Is there a user record?

Pick one to be the master, and be sure to notify the location 
owner of their valid credentials. 

The other user will be removed when you delete the owner 
record from its last attached location.

More than one user record?

Pick the user with the most locations already attached, to save 
work!

Does one or more records have 
an MUID attached?

Consider altering the last names, e.g. John Smith1, John Smith2Multiple owners with same 
name?

The main consideration for picking the “main” record is the User record, which the owner 
or employee may be currently using. We’ll try first to consolidate to that record. If you 
don’t have franchisee users, this part is easily skipped.

Next most valuable is to choose the owner record with the most locations already 
attached. Apart from the amount of work to combine records, there’s no downstream 
consequence to choosing one record over another.
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STEP 1 – LIST FRANCHISE USERS

To make our comparison easier, it makes sense to run a couple of reports so we have lists 
to refer to, rather than jumping from screen to screen in FranConnect.

If you have franchise users, run an export of them so that you can easily match owner 
records to their user records.

Go to the Admin gear, and in the Users section, choose Export.
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Choose to export Franchise users, and choose to Select Fields.
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You only need a few fields to make the match. We recommend:

User First Name
User Last Name
Franchise ID
Job Title (if you use them)
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SORT BY FIRST NAME, LAST NAME IN SPREADSHEET

When you have the Excel spreadsheet open, sort the records by First Name, then Last 
Name to make them easier to match to the People Screen.
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STEP 2 - REPORT ON OWNERS

Next, make a report on owners and their locations. This gives us an easy reference when 
associating owners with locations in the People screen.

In Info Manager > Reports > Custom Reports, make a new report with a name you’ll 
remember. 

Define report filters as anything you like; a good default is Franchise ID.

Define fields to display as shown in the illustration.

Choose Next, then export the report to an Excel sheet.
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SORT BY FIRST NAME, LAST NAME IN SPREADSHEET

Just as in our User Records, it will be easiest to match our owner report to the People page 
if it is sorted by First Name, then Last Name.
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Pro Tip: If you’d like to see more than 20 records on a page, set the number to display at 
the bottom right of the People Page, and click Save View.

Be aware that if you set a high number of records to display, the display will take longer to 
load…you’ll need to strike a balance between how much you’d like to see and how long 
you’re willing to wait for the page to load.
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Arrange your three reports where they’re easy to see. Identify the people records who 
need to be consolidated, and choose the record that will be the new combined record. In 
this case, we’ll choose the one that has both a user and an MUID.
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STEP 3 – ASSOCIATE LOCATIONS WITH THE CORRECT OWNER RECORD

On the record that will be the new single record, choose to manage associations from the 
three button menu at the right of the record. 
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Choose to associate units with the new single people record. You can type the unti names 
and click the magnifying glass icon to bring you right to the location to associate.

Keep typing unit IDs and selecting them until you’ve got your list to associate with your 
”new” record. When they’re complete, click the Save button at the bottom right of the 
screen.
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STEP 4 – REMOVE INCORRECT OWNER RECORDS FROM LOCATIONS

Now that the locations are associated with the new single record, it’s time to remove the 
duplicate records.

For each of the “false” owner records, click on the location associated with that person to 
remove the false record from the Owners tab.
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Pro Tip: Pin 
OWNERS to 
your top nav 
to make the 

change 
faster.

Go to the Owners tab in the location to remove the false owner. When you arrive in the 
Owners tab, you’ll see both the new single record owner and the old duplicate. You can tell 
them apart because the new single owner will be listed as having other locations.

Continue through the locations of the duplicate records until only one remains.

Pro Tip: Pin the Owners tab to the top of the location record to save navigation to the 
owner record.
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